GLOBAL INVESTMENT RESEARCH

2012 Analyst Research Training Program (Asia)

GOLDMAN SACHS FIRM OVERVIEW
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. is a leading global investment banking, securities and investment management firm that provides a wide range of financial services to a substantial and diversified client base that includes corporations, financial institutions, governments and high-net-worth individuals. Founded in 1869, the firm is headquartered in New York and maintains offices in London, Frankfurt, Tokyo, Hong Kong and other major financial centers around the world.

DIVISIONAL OVERVIEW
Global Investment Research (GIR) provides investment recommendations by generating fundamental research and analysis of companies, industries, markets and economies. GIR analysts help our clients achieve superior returns through our creative, differentiated investment insights and ideas. Our clients include mutual funds, hedge funds and pension funds, among others.

ANALYST RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM (ART) OVERVIEW
This role will be based in Singapore and support global analyst teams with focus on compiling, summarizing, and analyzing market based data within our Global Investment Research division. The role will focus on quantitative tasks as well as developing financial models for the team over time. The Analyst Research Training (ART) program will be 24 months in length.

During the program, candidates will participate in professional continuing education in modeling and valuation technical skills, and work on the below areas:

- Model Standardization Team
- Tactical Research Team
- Sector Teams (opportunities to work with research analysts)
- Special Assignments

Upon the completion of the program, candidates with exceptional performance will be considered for a Fulltime Analyst position with GIR or other divisions or get extended for a longer period at a value location.

RESPONSIBILITIES
- Build and maintain basic models (for both covered and not covered companies)
- Analyze market share, macro trend, and cross company and sub sector data
- Company specific projects
- Perform statistical analysis of economic data, fundamentals, and relevant correlations of the data
- Listen to and produce briefing notes on comparative companies’ conference calls not covered by the team
- Update monthly reports, marketing book, weekly shells and daily valuation sheets
- Check through annual reports for discrepancies / additional data
- Work on sales and/or client requests

QUALIFICATIONS
- Undergraduate or Master degree with relevant coursework in Finance, Accounting, or Economics
- Competence in Finance
- Relevant work experience gained through internship / part-time experience is an advantage
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills
- Meticulous attention to detail and strong organizational skills
- Exceptional analytical skills, lateral thinking, and judgment
- Ability to work in a dynamic global environment with a focus on teamwork
- A proactive approach and a high level of enthusiasm
- Excellent skills in Microsoft Office applications (Excel, Word, Access), Macros
- Experience preparing models and using online research data tools
- Ability to meet strict and aggressive deadlines
- Investment research experience is an added advantage

APPLICATION
Please complete your application online at goldmansachs.com/careers by Sunday, 30 October, 2010. You can choose position “New Analyst” and “Global Investment Research” and enter job code “SGART2012” in the Job Code/Advert ID field.

Goldman Sachs is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate in employment on the basis of age, race, colour, gender, national origin, disability, veteran status, or any other basis that is prohibited by applicable law.